Anatomy of the physician

The eyes that seek to see the sick
As others look askance,
The ears that hear a lub dub drum
And recognize the dance,

The hands that feel a fragile pulse
And soothe with warming touch,
The shoulder, broad to lean upon
When patients lack a crutch,

The arcing back that bears their burdens
Never giving out,
The countenance that comforts
Others overwhelmed with doubt,

The lungs that gust the breath of life
To those who gasp for air,
The voice that advocates aloud
And whispers quiet prayers,

The mind that siphons equal shares
Of science and of art,
The compassion amaranthine
Of the ever-pumping heart,

And last, the inmost wish to heal
Exhaling from the soul—
Parts that come together
For physicians to be whole.
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